Appendix 5 Overview of changes in subsequent GRAP updates


Version 15 Oct 2015: second version; adaptations:
- Update appendix 1 (Time schedule).
- Addition appendix 2 (Assessment of PhD training and supervision in the Graduate School) and Format 3 (Documentation to be provided for assessment Graduate Schools), as approved 19 Oct 2015 by the Executive Board.
- Addition this appendix (5)
- Adaptation Contents (GRAP p.1)

Addition 30 Oct 2015: GRAP format 2 for Midterm Review:
A) Format self-evaluation report for midterm review
B) Format for annual reports of research in- and output numbers; in progress: conversion PURE output types to old and new KUOZ formats
C) Suggestions to simplify and clarify the self-evaluation report for a MTR